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PxWB is an tool system designed to increase efficiency and 
quality in patent application examination.

PxWB is written in PERL.

The PxWB integrated environment is open source and is freely 
distributed under the GNU General Public License.



  

GETTING STARTED



  

PxWB operates on plain ASCII text files (.txt, .html, .xml) only.

A simple way to convert an application in word processor file 
format (e.g., Microsoft Word) to ASCII text is to copy and paste 
the application into "Notepad" 
(Programs>Accessories>Notepad).

You can also convert word processor file formats to ASCII 
using "save as" in your word processor and selecting the .txt 
option.  

You may have to use OCR to convert .pdf files to .txt format. 



  

You must set PxWB's 
"root" (top-level) 

directory (folder) when 
starting  PxWB  for the 

first time.



  

You create a workspace for a new application from the 
"Application" pulldown menu item.  

You will be asked to input relevant data.



  



  

You will be asked to input relevant data.



  



  



  

Import written description, claims, and abstract 
ASCII text files into the newly created application 
workspace using the "File" pulldown menu item.

PxWB automatically saves your work when you exit.



  

When you restart PxWB you can reload previously 
created application workspaces using the "Open" 
command from the "Application" pulldown menu.



  

When you restart PxWB 
you can reload previously 

created application 
workspaces using the 

"Open" command from the 
"Application" pulldown 

menu.



  



  

USING THE ADVANCED SEARCH MENU 
COMMANDS:

To Analyze the written description and the 
claims.
 
To Determine how the literal claim 
limitations/elements/terms relate to the literal 
text of the description.



  

Select the "ClaimViews" notebook 
page.  Here PxWB displays the 

imported claims in a hierarchic "claim 
tree" format.  

Cancelled claims are not displayed. 

 Three of the sub-notes pages display 
the imported claims in "parsed" form.  
That is, the claim is broken down and 
displayed in ways intended to facilitate 
the identification of claim "limitations."



  

Select the ClaimView sub-notebook 
page of your choice.  

Identify a claim limitation or element of 
the first independent claim and highlight 

it using the cursor.



  

Go to the menubar and pull down the 
"AdvancedSearch" menu.  

Click on the "Search Specification for 
Highlighted Element"  command.  You may 
also invoke this command using the "F6" 

key.



  

PxWB now displays all occurrences of the search-
for limitation throughout the "Specification" and 

"ClaimViews" notebook pages.



  



  

Select the "Specification" 
notebook page.  

In the "Description" 
subnotebook page, PxWB 
displays all occurrences in 

the imported written 
description of the search-for 

limitation.



  

In the "Context" subnotebook page, 
PxWB displays only the context in 
written description of each of the 
occurrences of the searched-for 

limitation.



  

For each identified claim limitation of the 
first independent claim, repeat the search 
procedure outlined previously.



  



  

Select the Specification Analysis 
notebook page to see a summary of
search results.



  



  



  



  

USING THE ADVANCED SEARCH 
MENU COMMANDS:

To Formulate search queries based on 
identified claim limitations/elements/terms

To add alternative terms

To Generate EAST search queries 

To Search multiple files for multiple terms in 
one operation



  

Select the "MultiFile Search" 
notebook page.  

PxWB displays each searched-for 
limitation in the "Terms" sub-

notebook page.  

The "Terms" sub-notebook page is 
used to formulate complex multi-
term searches of multiple files.



  

From the menubar select the 
AdvancedSearch pulldown menu.

 Execute the "Generate an EAST 
search query" command. 



  

Select the "EastQuery" sub-
notebook page.

  PxWB has generated a proper 
EAST query string from the 

limitations listed in the "Terms" sub-
notebook page.



  

You may now copy the query 
string and paste it into EAST 

or another search engine.



  

To formulate more complex queries, 
edit the "Terms" sub-notebook page.  

Use a forward slash "/" to separate 
alternative ("OR") terms.



  

PxWB generates this query string

AND terms in
vertical dimension

OR terms in horizontal dimension
 starting with the literal claim element



  

Exclude terms from the query by putting "#" in front of a 
line of terms.

For example:

process* element*/process*/comput*
multi* independent network*
#process* node*

The “#” character makes a line “invisible” to PxWB.

Now the term "process* node*" will be excluded from the 
EAST query.



  



  

When lines begin with “#” they are 
“invisible” to PxWB.



  

The EAST query does not include terms from 
the lines preceded by “#”



  

Suppress the automatic insertion of quotes by enclosing 
terms in parenthesis.

For example, input these search terms into the Terms window:
networks
processing elements/((process$ WITH elements) SAME (processing ADJ nodes))
processing nodes/(processing ADJ nodes)

PxWB produces this query:
((networks AND ("processing elements" OR ((process$ WITH elements) 
SAME (processing ADJ nodes)))) AND ("processing nodes" OR (processing ADJ nodes)))



  

Enclose search terms in 
parenthesis to suppress 
insertion of quotes in the 

query.



  

USING THE MULTIFILE SEARCH COMMAND

In a single operation, PxWB will  search multiple text files 
for multiple search terms.

PxWB will search all the files located in a directory.

PxWB will produce a compact summary of the search 
results.



  

When performing a Multifile Search, PxWB translates the 

       "*" metacharacter 

                      in search terms into

      "match from 0 to 10 of any alphabetic character." 

 "*" metacharacters may appear anywhere in the search term.

  



  

PxWB automatically translates the "*" metacharacter 
in search terms to "match from 0 to 10 of any 

alphabetic character."  

"*" metacharacters may appear anywhere in the 
search term.

PxWB accepts this as input to the "MultiFile Search" 
command from the "Advanced Search" pulldown 

menu



  

Execute the "MultiFile Search" 
command from the "Advanced 

Search" pulldown menu



  

Select a directory (folder) 
to search



  



  

PxWB will display a 
summary of the multifile 

search in the 
"SearchResultMatrix" 
sub-notebook page.



  

Click on a link in the matrix to view 
an annotated copy of a particular 

searched file.



  



  

Applications for Multifile Search:

     Searching multiple references submitted in an I.D.S.

     Searching mandatory classes/subclasses

     Searching voluminous file histories



  



  



  



  



  

PxWB Multifile Search accepts 
Regular Expressions (REGEX) as search input.

See

Mastering Regular Expressions
Powerful Techniques for Perl and Other Tools

By
    Jeffrey E.F. Friedl
Publisher:
    O'Reilly Media



  

USING THE REFERENCE AND APPLY REFERENCE 
MENU COMMANDS:

To import references into the application 
workspace

To graphically map reference citations to claim 
limitations



  

Import references into the application workspace using 
the "Reference" dropdown menu from the menubar.



  



  

PxWB requires requires a unique "alias" to  
identify the reference.

An "alias" is a short, unique text string identifying 
the reference.

Examples: Smith, Jones, JSB, 123456.



  



  

After PxWB accepts the 
reference, the reference 
"alias" appears in the 
"ApplyReference" 
dropdown menu.



  

Clear unnecessary highlighting by selecting the "Clear Search" 
menu item from the "AdvancedSearch"  dropdown menu.

 Select "All Search Results" from the cascade menu.



  



  

Clear unnecessary highlighting by selecting the 
"Clear Search" menu item from the 

"AdvancedSearch"  dropdown menu and then 
selecting "All Search Results" from the cascade 

menu.



  



  

Select the ClaimViews sub-notebook page of your choice. 

Identify a claim limitation and highlight it using the cursor.

 



  

Select the ClaimViews sub-
notebook page of your choice. 

 Identify a claim limitation and 
highlight it using the cursor.



  

Go to the menubar and pull down the "ApplyReference" menu.   

Select the "alias" of the appropriate reference.  



  

Go to the menubar and pull down 
the "ApplyReference" menu.

   Select the "alias" of the 
appropriate reference.



  

Input the appropriate citation data.

  

For each identified limitation, repeat this procedure.



  

Input the appropriate 
citation data.



  



  



  



  

View the citation mapped to a 
limitation by hovering the cursor 

over the limitation.  

PxWB displays the citation at 
the bottom of the PxWB screen.



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Remove the citation linked to a limitation by 
hovering the cursor over the limitation and 

clicking the RIGHT mouse button.



  



  



  



  



  



  

GENERATING A DRAFT OFFICE 
ACTION



  

PxWB will automatically generate a draft Office Action based on 
the user's  prior art citation input. 

The draft Office Action includes an appendix of annotated  
claims.



  

Select the "Create Office Action" menu 
item from the "Office Action" dropdown 

menu from the menubar.



  



  



  



  



  



  

The PxWB workspace structure:

    Root 
| 
PxWB toplevel workspace

|
Application workspace

|
History



  

Here, C: is the PxWB root

This the PxWB top-level 
workspace



  

This is an application 
workspace

This is the user History 
folder for this application



  

Timestamped session 
subfolders

History files for 
a session



  

PxWB Developers:

Allen R. Crockett
Robert G. Crockett

rcrockett@pxwb.org


